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Abstract. Sensor nodes and actuators are becoming ubiquitous and
research eﬀorts focus on addressing the various issues stemming from
resources constraints and other intrinsic characteristics typically associated with such devices and their applications. In the case of wearable
nodes, and especially in the context of e-Health applications, the security issues are exacerbated by the direct interaction with the human
body and the associated safety and privacy concerns. This work presents
a policy-based, uniﬁed, cross-platform and ﬂexible access control framework. It adopts a web services-compliant approach to enable secure and
authorized ﬁne-grained access control to body sensor network resources
and services. The proposed scheme speciﬁcally considers the very limited
resources of so-called nano nodes that are anticipated to be used in such
an environment. A proof-of-concept implementation is developed and a
preliminary performance evaluation is presented.
Keywords: body sensor networks, policy-based access control, XACML,
DPWS, web services, security.

1

Introduction

Sensor nodes and wireless sensor networks constitute a well-established technology with many applications, ranging from home and industrial automation,
to smart cities, agriculture and power metering, logistics, e-Health and assisted
living monitoring. A leading solution adopted by many schemes for enabling
interaction with and providing sensitive information to remote parties is Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). It constitutes an attractive design approach
for many types of networks, including those that consist of nodes with limited
capabilities. Such a network is a body sensor network (BSN) [29] which comprises a number of low-power implanted, wearable (on-body) or in close distance
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wireless sensors and actuators. The environmental and physiological sensors of
a BSN provide vital information to medical staﬀ, who can remotely monitor
and possibly control users medical treatment. For such an application there are
many security concerns [8], including secure transmission of sensitive information
to (remote) medical staﬀ, unaltered instructions that reach patients actuators,
robust entity authentication and access control mechanisms.
Among the access control schemes that have gained popularity are those where
decisions are made based on policy restrictions, such as the standardized by the
OASIS, eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML), an XML-based
general purpose policy decision language. Besides being used for representing authorization and entitlement policies for managing access to resources, XACML
provides a processing model for evaluating requests and making decisions based
on a well-deﬁned set of policies. The architecture presented in this paper is an
implementation of the XACML solution outlined in [19], adapted to the environment of a BSN. Access to BSN nodes resources is controlled by the use of
XACML, facilitating the separate and scalable deployment of nodes on heterogeneous networks and platforms, based on patients’ needs.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes the basic characteristics
of a BSN network architecture and presents related work, section 3 details the
proposed scheme and presents a proof-of-concept implementation and, ﬁnally,
section 4 features the closing remarks.

2

The Body Sensor Network Case

In a typical BSN used for e-Health purposes, environmental and physiological
sensors are deployed to gather and send medical staﬀ important information,
such as blood pressure and body and room temperature. Actuators controlled
by authorized medical staﬀ can also be deployed for remote treatment, such as
an automatic insulin injection device. These sensitive actions need strict access
control decisions before being authorized so that users privacy andor safety are
not threatened. Security requirements related to BSNs are well documented in
the literature [8,22] and include data conﬁdentiality, message authentication and
availability.
The types of nodes, in terms of computing capabilities, found in a BSN include
power nodes, i.e. nodes with medium to high performance computing power and
no particular resources restrictions (e.g. a mobile phone, a laptop or a dedicated
sink node) and micro/nano nodes, i.e. small devices with limited capabilities and
resources, such as computational power, memory, storage space and energy. The
latter are typically the on-body or implanted nodes found in a BSN and their
resource constraints have been considered in the design of the proposed solution.
2.1

Related Work

Many access control schemes have been proposed for wireless sensor networks,
yet most of them focus on authentication and authorization schemes and on
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enhancing basic access control models to address privacy matters. Such schemes
can be found in [13,12,30,16].
Some of the proposed mechanisms are based on the use of public-key cryptography, a choice that is very expensive for nano nodes found in a BSN. More
importantly, little work has been carried out on policy-based access control
(PBAC). The EU-project Internet-of-Things Architecture (IoT-A) worked on
the adoption of XACML in the Internet of Things [25] and proposed a generic
model whose functional modules are mapped to a set of well-deﬁned components
that comprise the IoT-A. The authors use a logistics scenario for demonstration
purposes, which has diﬀerent requirements than a BSN considered in this paper.
In [11] the authors also utilize XACML but focus on the privacy of e-Health
data within the mobile environment. In contrast to the work presented here, a
complete framework is not included and, moreover, the authors choose computationally intensive security mechanisms such as XML encryption digital signatures. In [31], the authors propose a lightweight policy system for body sensors
but they do so by presenting a custom API and policy deﬁnitions, thus sacriﬁcing
interoperability with existing standards and infrastructures.

3

Proposed Framework

The framework presented in this paper is based on the standardised XACML
architecture to provide a cross-platform solution that can typically be deployed
in various types of embedded systems while satisfying interoperability, an important requirement for next-generation pervasive computing devices.
An XACML architecture typically consists of the following main components:
– Policy Enforcement Point (PEP): Performs access control, by making decision requests and enforcing authorization decisions [18,27].
– Policy Decision Point (PDP): Evaluates requests against applicable policies
and renders an authorization decision [18].
– Policy Administration Point (PAP): Creates and manages policies or policy
sets [18].
– Policy Information Point (PIP): Acts as a source of attribute values [18].
In the proposed architecture the sensor nodes and actuators, which have direct
access to resources, expose their functional elements to the PEP. These nodes are
micro/nano nodes and are not expected to have the capacity to accommodate
additional functionality. All the above XACML components can run on a single
system or, in a more distributed approach, on diﬀerent systems based on their
distinctive capabilities. The latter is the model that ﬁts the environment of a
BSN comprising a number of nodes.
3.1

Implementation Approach

There is a variety of tools and APIs available to implement the presented access
control framework, each with its own merits and peculiarities, although application development on micro and nano nodes is a challenging task due to inherent
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resource constraints. For the entities deployed on power nodes, i.e. the PIP, PDP
and PAP, the XACML handling and decision-making engine can be adopted from
any open source implementation, including Suns XACML implementation [4],
PicketBox XACML [2] and the Enterprise Java XACML project [1]. Considering the available options, Suns XACML is a solid choice, as it remains popular
among developers and is actually the basis of various current open source and
commercial oﬀerings.
Regarding the use of web services to expose the various node features and
services to the rest of the entities and users, the authors propose the adoption
of the Devices Proﬁle for Web Services (DPWS) speciﬁcation [7]. A multifunctional sensor embedded on a patient’s body will have a single hosting service
but may feature various hosted services (e.g. a temperature service, a heart-rate
service etc.). Discovery services are included [17], thus the device can advertise
its presence on the network and search for other devices. Publish and subscribe
eventing mechanisms allow clients to subscribe to services provided by devices.
In terms of opensource resources aimed at developing DPWS-compliant applications for resource-constrained devices, Service-Oriented Architecture for Devices (SOA4D, [3]) provides development toolkits in C and Java. Alternatively,
Web Services for Devices (WS4D, [5]) is another open source initiative which
provides a number of toolkits for various platforms.
For the proposed scheme to be operational each devices functional elements
must be represented by an appropriate DPWS entity and its corresponding operations. Assuming a simple temperature sensor, for instance, a node is programmed as a DPWS device which hosts a temperature service featuring various
operations:
– A GetTemperature operation which, when invoked, will return the patients
current temperature.
– A more complex TemperatureEvent operation which, by exploiting the WSEventing [9] mechanism, allows a client device (e.g. doctors device) to subscribe to the service and get temperature updates at set intervals as well as
event notiﬁcation messages when the temperature exceeds a certain threshold.
– An additional SetTemperatureThreshold operation which, when invoked, allows setting/updating the abovementioned warning threshold.
Similarly, the XACML-related elements of each node must be represented as
DPWS devices, clients or peers. The approach adopted by the authors involves
a DPWS client on the temperature sensor node described above. DPWS is then
used to discover and use the PDP service implemented on a control/gateway
node. The process followed when a user tries to access a sensors functional elements (e.g. the temperature reading) is depicted in Fig. 1.
In more detail, assuming a doctor tries to access the temperature sensors
features (Step 1), the request is automatically forwarded to the devices PEP
(Step 2). The PEP can then invoke the AccessRequest operation on the control
nodes PDP service (Step3), sending a properly formulated access request to the
PDP. When the PDP is done evaluating (Step 4) the request based on subjects
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Fig. 1. PBAC implementation using DPWS

attributes and policy rules, it can, in turn, trigger its PDPResponseEvent (to
which the sensors PEP client subscribes during initialization), returning the
authorization decision. This decision is then conveyed to the functional operation
of the device, thus granting or denying access to the GetTemperature operation
the doctor tried to invoke. The PDP to PAP and PIP entities functionality are,
equivalently, developed as DPWS devices and clients, exploiting the integrated
discovery and subscription mechanisms, thus bypassing the need to use other
protocols (e.g. LDAP).
Protection of PBAC Messaging. Unprotected policy messages would expose
the systems security, revealing private information to attackers who might also
try to identify policy restrictions and do a mapping of the security measures
taken for the speciﬁc environments. One could also masquerade as a legitimate
entity or modify policy related messages, in an attempt to downgrade adopted
measures and bypass access controls.
Security measures can be deployed on various layers of the network stack,
with the most prominent being those that protect messages at the application
or network layer and can provide end-to-end message protection. Well-known
security mechanisms for these layers are the TLS (Transport Layer Security)
[10] protocol and the variant proposed for securing UDP messages, namely DTLS
[24], as well as IPsec and its variants that utilize header compression [21,20,23],
for the network layer. An alternative approach would be to utilize a subset of
the mechanisms detailed in the WS-Security [15] speciﬁcation, but the X509based public key schemes included in said speciﬁcation can impose a signiﬁcant
performance overhead [14].
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Communications between the context handler and the PIP can typically utilize any protection mechanism as it is anticipated they will operate on a power
node, hence without signiﬁcant restrictions.
3.2

Proof-of-Concept Implementation

A proof of concept implementation of the PBAC scheme presented in this work
was developed using Suns XACML as a basis for the policy and access control mechanisms. The WS4D-JMEDS API [6] was used for the creation of the
necessary DPWS devices. The implementation consists of the following modules:
– An application that runs on the sensors and which implements the access
to the functional elements of the sensor (e.g. temperature reading) as well
as the communication with the sink node. A security mechanism was also
developed, based on the AES algorithm in CBC mode and pre-shared secret keys, to guarantee that only the legitimate sink node/bridge can access
the sensors. When connected to the bridge, sensors ignore all other connection requests. Moreover the security mechanism protects the messages from
eavesdropping on the sensors-sink node communications.
– A sink node application that bridges the BSN, which in this case operates
over 802.15.4, to the standard network infrastructure. This application has
to be deployed on a device equipped with dual 802.15.4 & Ethernet/wireless
Ethernet functionality.
– The DPWS Provider module which discovers available sensors (via the sink
node), probes said sensors to discover their functionality and then maps
this functionality to a corresponding DPWS device. The DPWS device created for each of the discovered sensors includes the necessary operations
to realize the PEP functionality, as well as the conversion of all low level
messages transmitted to and from the sensors to a DPWS compatible form.
The communication of the PEP(s) to the PDP must also be protected, as
malicious tampering of the policy messages exchanged by the PBAC entities
can compromise the access control eﬀorts. To this end, a security mechanism
based on the AES/CCM [28] authenticated encryption algorithm was implemented. Deployment of this mechanism guarantees that the PBAC-related
messages exchanged between PEP and PDP (when the former seeks the authorization status of a speciﬁc clients request), are fully protected in terms
of conﬁdentiality, integrity and authenticity.
Performance Evaluation. The performance of the proof of concept implementation was evaluated on a test-bed featuring a SunSPOT mote [26] running
the sensing application. Another Sun-SPOT mote was connected to a personal
computer acting as a sink node. The DPWS Provider application was deployed
on the same computer system. In a real-world application the bridge/DPWS
Provider functionality could be deployed on any smart device with dual 802.15.4
& Ethernet/wireless Ethernet connectivity, even a small embedded or wearable
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device, as depicted in Fig. 2. The PDP/PIP/PAP application was running on
a separate computer system which also stored the policy ﬁles. This system also
featured a client application developed to query the sensors for benchmarking
purposes. SunSPOTs communicate via the 802.15.4 radio, while the personal
computers communicated via wired Ethernet.

DPWS Provider & bridge

Temperature

PEP

Internet
Blood
Pressure

Doctor
Doctor //
Hospital
Hospital //
Insurance
Insurance
Company
Company

Insulin pump

AES/CBC
AES/CCM

PDP

PIP/PAP

Fig. 2. Proposed deployment of the proof-of-concept PBAC application

A total of 50 consecutive requests were issued from the client application to
the sensor. In order to evaluate the delay imposed by the proposed scheme, the
sensor featured both a PEP-protected operation (GetTemperature) that the test
client was allowed to invoke by the current policy set and an unprotected operation (GetTemperatureUnprotected ) which could be invoked immediately (without
going through the policy enforcement point for authorization). Aiming to also
weigh the impact of the security mechanisms, the assessment included scenarios
with and without encryption on both the SunSPOT-Provider link (plaintext vs.
AES-CBC) and the PEP-to-PDP link (plaintext vs. AES/CCM). The response
time, averaged over 50 requests, including the overhead when considering a totally unprotected (access control- and security-wise) operation as baseline, can
be seen in Fig. 3.
The bulk of the delay can be attributed to the communication between the
SunSPOT and the Provider, as was evident from timing tests run concurrently
on the client side and the Provider side. E.g. the results of such a test, run
with AES-CBC protection on the SunSPOT messages and no protection on the
PEP-PDP communication, indicated that out of the 527,3ms client-side delay
(on average, for 50 requests) when invoking an unprotected (i.e. no PBAC involved) operation, 449,45ms was the average time that the Provider had to wait
until it got a reply from the SunSPOT. Therefore the overhead of the DPWS
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Fig. 3. Response time (in ms) for a single request, averaged over 50 data points.
Columns in dark gray depict the scenario where there is no security between the sensor
and the Provider, while black columns correspond to the scenarios where AES-CBC
encryption was used to protect said link.

communication between client and the Provider (i.e. the DPWS device that mirrors the sensors functionality) was 77,85ms. Another important aspect is that
when changing the policy so that the invocation of the protected operation by
our test client is denied, the response time is negligible, as the request is rejected by the PEP and is never forwarded to the sensor. In a test run of 50 such
unauthorized requests, the average response time of the DPWS device was just
8,39ms. It should be noted that, regarding policy look-ups, the authors chose
to implement the system so that the PEP checks with the PDP for every single request, considering scenarios where policies change dynamically (even in
an automated fashion when certain conditions are triggered), and where it is
desirable to have the access control system enforce said changes in real-time. In
deployments where policy changes are expected to be infrequent or less dynamic
in nature, access tokens with a predetermined validity period (e.g. 30 minutes)
could be introduced to reduce the load on the PDP.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a framework for controlling access in BSNs comprising
of nodes with limited resources based on systems policy. Instead of proposing
a proprietary solution typically applicable only to a network comprising of homogeneous nodes, the proposed framework is based on existing Internet and
access control standards, facilitating the deployment of interoperable solutions.
The aforementioned technologies and their applicability to various heterogeneous
types of nodes have been investigated and relevant solutions have been identiﬁed.
The results of these eﬀorts include a proof-of-concept implementation, which is
presented in this work along with an initial performance assessment. Further
evaluation, including deployment on alternative platforms, both in terms of the
sensors (to include devices less capable than the SunSPOTs) as well as the
bridge/Provider and access control entities (to include embedded systems and
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smart devices), also considering alternative security mechanisms and comparison to existing schemes, will be presented in future work. This paper focused on
authorization aspects, but another important building block is the user authentication, which will also be investigated in future work, along with suggestions
on adapting the utilized standards to better facilitate BSN and IoT deployments
in general.
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